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MultiPlan and HST Have Come 
Together to Empower Value-
Driven Health Plans
Protecting your clients from high costs while helping 
to shield their members against balance billing just 
became a lot easier. MultiPlan acquired HST, and 
together we’re offering an integrated solution that 
combines our practitioner and ancillary network with 
HST’s reference-based hospital pricing to empower 
value-driven health plans. 
Generating average savings over 73%, with a 98% 
acceptance rate, HST outperforms the competition. 
And HST’s program extends beyond the pricing 
function, engaging both plan member and provider to 
help make the most of the benefit plan:

• Offers a mobile app that allows the member to select 
network doctors and HST accepting hospitals based on 
cost and quality, where available 

• Communicates with the provider at key points such 
as prior authorization to make sure they understand 
the plan and potential reimbursement, or agree to an 
acceptable settlement

• Includes a patient advocacy service to help members 
with unexpected bills should they occur

• Has an optional legal support service called Sentry, 
similar to what traditional reference-based pricing 
services typically offer

Advantages of Our Integrated Network and RBP Solution

One-stop sales process  

• Combined and co-branded 
savings analytics 

• Integrated implementation 
process for new groups

• Bundled PEPM pricing 
for all claims

• Preferred stop loss rates 

Streamlined operations 

• One contract, covering 
both services

• One invoice, combining 
billing for both services*

• One single claim submission 
for pricing all of your claims*

Elevated group and member 
experience

• Combined provider search 
in one mobile app*

• Member engagement materials

• Combined client 
performance reporting

Give your clients a seamless value-driven health plan solution that reduces the total cost of care while 
maintaining the highest member satisfaction.

*Coming soon


